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If any changes arise in handling of bulky trashes, such changes will de informed

Bulky and Unburnable
Trash Manual

(charged)

Hirakata City Department for Environment



You may call on your mobile-phone and

PHS. Please make sure the number.

or under stairways, etc.).

Put trashes out by 8:45 a.m.on the collection day.

can’t

telephone number, name and address.
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and those include metal,

Other non-burnable trashes of which sizes are

less than about 1m.

Fluorescent lights

but they are often mixed in bulky trashes.

emptying

※ itself Pumping nozzle should

be put out as “general trashes.”

When putting them out, use a poly-bag of which capacity is 45l or less (no color and clear,

or half clear white color) and firmly tie up the bag top to prevent trash spill over.

Leather,rubber,nylon,plastic,

small products such as sponge

(leather shoes,sneakers,

sandals,bags,cassette tape,

video tape,CD,DVD,

plastic lighters,

disposable Cairo),etc.

for salad oil, shampoo, rinse, etc.
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1. There is a limit in the number of application and the volume to put out.

When putting them out, use a ploy-bag of 45l or less (clear and colorless, or helf clear white color)

and firmly tie up the bag top to prevent trash spill-over or mess. 

Use a box of which total sizes of length, width and height are less than 1.3m and put it outwith-

out sealing it so that the content of the box is visible, but trashes should not spill out of the box. 

Trashes of which length is less than 1m and tied with a string of 1.5m or less.

Be careful that the paper is not blown away by wind or rain.

Item on which your name and reception number are not found must not be collected. Be sure to

affix the paper.
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Put them out in front of your house (or the designated location)

by 8:45 a.m. on the collection date of which the “Bulky Trash

Center” informed you.
The collection time is not always on time due to traffic conditions and collection route.

Put small items out in poly-bags of 45l or less (clear and colorless, or half clear white color)

or in cardboard boxes.

Bedclothes should be put out by holding them to minimize the size of which one side

should be less than 1m and binding them with a string of 1.5m or less.

in

completely emptying the contents.

Cigarette lighters should be put out after putting them in water for one day or so to pre-

vent ignition. Lighter made with plastic should be put out as “general trashes” and made

with metal as “bulky trashes.” Remove ignition

batteries.

When shanging or canceling application after you applied for.

items in total.  However, please make the changes clear with a notice when putting

them out. 
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Cup

Dish

Not to cause injury.

Items of which any width, depth or height is 1m or more will be “large trashes.”
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Items of which any width, depth or height is 1m or more will be “large trashes.”

Table type is taken as large trash.

Hammer,screwdriver, etc.

Logs or timbers of which sizes are 1m long or more or 10cm or more in diameter may not be collected and disposed.

Wood panels of which sizes are 1m or more in length, 5cm or more in thickness or 30cm or more in width may not be collected and disposed.
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(charged)

There is a limit in the number of application and the volume to

put out.

Fees are charged for just one large trashes.
or sizes.

As the ticket is with an adhesive seal, please fill your name and reception number in each seal

and affix it on the large trash in an easily visible way.

by 8:45 a.m. of the collection date of which the “Bulky trash

Center” informed you.
The collection time is not always on time due to traffic conditions and collection route.

can not

can not
can not

When changing or canceling application after you applied for,

call the “Large Trash Center.”
In case of changes in the size or items, please inform the “Large Trash Center” by the

any width, depth or height is 1m or more (”Items necessary to check the size”) out of trashes put out

from households.

is in short.

 (necessary       to

 check the size)
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List of charges to dispose of large trashes (designated items)

You need to pay charges for large trashes regardless of the size (dimension) or dismantlement.

Bicycle (Tricycle is bulky trash.)
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Items of which all of width, depth and height are less than 1m are bulky trashes, except for desi-

gnated trashes of large trash.

(Small) (Large)

Limited to items of which one side is 1m or more
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List of charges to dispose of large trash (items necessary to check the size)

Tatami (one tatami mat makes one item) (Note 3)

(In case of a fence, every 2m length makes one item.)

Attachments for chairs are separately handled.

A cage or items of which size is 2m or more may not be collected and disposed.

Those that are produced from construction work of the house should be treated by

the constructor including their disposal.

Concrete portion can not be collected and disposed of.

Items made of iron and cast iron can not be collected and disposed of.

Items with engine can not be collected and disposed of.
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(charged)

Contact General Affairs Section for Environment (Tel: 072-807-6211) for general cleaning of public 

spaces covering various areas like street gutters and children’s plaza.

2. Bulky trashes should be put out putting them in a bag of which the

    size is 45L or less or in a cardboard box (1.3m or less) or bundled

    with string (1.5m or less) so that we may identify the number of

    items.

The time zone means either in the morning or afternoon, and exact time may not be specified.

Please make reservation as early as possible because the capacity for collection per day is limited.

Your presence is requested at the collection time.

8:45

Additionally, 300 yen for "bulky trashes" per every 5 items and fees for "large trashes" as prescribed

by items are required as "category fees."  (Please see the tables below for calculation of fees.)
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Trashes must not be collected, if you are not present.

Trashes must not be collected, if ticket is not found or the numder of tickets is in short.

Trashes must not be collected when no trash put-out rules are observed.

Buddhist altar must not be collected unless it is dismantled losing its original form.

There are items of which the collection volume is restricted

per application.

by

by

(charged)

When you bring”bulky trashes” and “large trashes” from among trashes disposed out of your house in

The plant can not accept trashes on Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays and

Trashes disposed out of business firms or brought-in on behalf of others are not accepted.

The preson who applied for has to bring them in.

No brought-in trashes in the back of the truck.
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There are items of which the collection volume is restricted per

application.

When you wish to change the date to bring in or cancel the application,

We collect them on the same day when application is made by 4:00 p.m. on Monday

through Fridays. Collection will take place in the morning of the following day for those other

than mentioned in the above.

(Collection will be made in the morning of Monday in the following week for application

 made after 4:00 p.m. of Friday.)

for pet collection.
When you apply for collection of a pet, it is necessary to pay fees of 1,200 yen per body.

River Waste Disposal Plant  or for the collection of stray cats and dogs.

on Monday through Friday.

Dead bodies of farm animals or animals for business-use

can not be collected and handled.
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on an easily visible place of each item filling your name and reception number in each ticket.

No cash payment at collection site will be accepted.

Please purchase a ticket(s) to cover the amount you were informed of at application at a convenience

store, liquor shop or rice store in the city. 

Trash tickets are available at shops listed below:

(in front of the east Exit Ticket Gate)

072-807-6211
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(Ask the contractor for handling wastes of
construction work.)

Request the tire dealer to collect old tires
when you replace them, or consult with
auto parts and accessories shops.

Request the dealer to collect old tire chains
when you replace them,or consult with auto
parts and sccessories shops.

Request the dealer to collect old battery when you
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Logs or timbers of which sizes are 1m long or more or 10cm or more in diameter

length, 5cm or more in thickness or 30cm

trashes that the city does

(Do not throw away business wastes to collection places for household wastes.)
Business Wastes (General wastes from business activities)

In “ Waste Disposal and Public Cleaning Law ”, any companies, shops, and factories by themselves have to dispose

of their wastes in a proper manner.

Or ask the following waste disposal companies to collect them. 

The waste disposal companies listed below are authorised to dispose of business wastes by Hirakata City Hall.

Delpis Co., Ltd

Cleans Co., Ltd.

Sumiyoshi Eco Support Co., Ltd.

Hirakata Netturbino Co., Ltd.

Urban Keep Co.,Ltd

Carrier Techno Co., Ltd.

Cosmic Co., Ltd.

Toshi Create Co., Ltd.

072-859-0300

072-864-0082

072-859-5831

072-868-3022

072-866-0407

072-857-0011

072-808-9108

072-898-4455
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Applicable items described below can not be collected by the city:

2,484 yen

(Including taxes)

972 yen

(Including taxes)

These recycling charges are for reference only and electric makers set their own recycling costs.
Ask a maker and a shop as to the recycling charge.

    Under 15  1,836 yen

More than 16  2,916 yen

     (Including taxes)

Under 170L 3,672 yen

More than 171L 4,644 yen

(Including taxes)

TV
(Including Cathode Kay-type,
Liquid Crystal-type,
and Plasma-type)

Washing machine
(Including a dryer)

Refrigerator
         and freezer Air conditioner

To throw away a waste designated by Act for Recycling of Specified Kind of Home Appliances (RHA)
Hereinafter,the waste designated by RHA is called a “RHA waste”

Request a retailer of 

consumer electric appliances

to collect RHA wastes.

Pay “the collection and

transportation charges”

and “the recycling

charges” to the retailer.

Take your RHA wastes to

Kofuji that is the RHA

waste delivery company

of Hirakata City.

Pay “the recycling

charges for transter”

at a post office 

in advance.

or
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Collection

Consumer-

electronic

retailer

Take your RHA

wastes from

your house to

the RHA waste

delivery

company.

Directly take your RHA wastes 

to the RHA waste delivery company.

Before taking your RHA wastes,

confirm with the delivery company 

as to the acceptable time and 

date.

RHA Waste Delivery 

Company

※Kofuji does not visit

    your home to collect

    your RHA wastes.

    Bring them to Kofuji

    by yourself.

※Any RHA wastes

    can be accepted.

Kofuji

Distribution Co.,Ltd.

3-45-1 Kasuganishimachi,

Hirakata City

Tel:072-808-3611

Carry RHA 
wastes
to the RHA 
waste delivery 
company

0120-319-640
Contact:Association for Electric Home Appliances
             (Electric Home Appliances Recycling Ticket Center)

It is not necessary to pay
recycling charges for personal
computers purchased on and
after October 1,2003 that have
PC recycle makes,
as those were already paid up
when you bought them.
No more needed personal
computers with PC recycle
marks will be collected by
the respective manufacturer
for recycling.Please directly ask.

PCs with PC recycle marks PCs with no PC recycle marks

PCs made by yourself or PCs
of which manufacturers are no
more existing due to
bankruptcy or others. 

You need to pay collection and 
recycling charges
(each manufacturer sets its 
own charges).
Check the manufacturers or
their homepages for details.

Collection and recycling of
such PCs has started since
July 1,2004 on a charge basis.
Please contact the organization
described below for details. 

The city does not collect and dispose them.

Disposal methods for home computers

PC made by manufacturers

Disposal methods for items under the home appliance recycle act

PC 3R Promotion Center

Contact window:
03-5282-7685

Homepage:
http://www.pc3r.jp
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What should l do when the volume of trashes increased (decreased)

write down the change on a paper so that the truck driver may understand it.In case of “large
trashes,” you need to inform the “Bulky Trash Center” of the change by the morning of the prec-
eding day of collection, as charges are different by items and size (amount).  

What should l do when l want to cancel the collection of trashes?

You need to inform us again, if you wish to have re-collection for “bulky trashes” or “large trashes”
you forgot to put out.
In that case, apply for collection on and after Friday.
Collection of them will take place on Wednesday of the following week when you made re-application.
※　You need to be careful not to forget to put out trashes if the collection day falls on the end of
        the month. lf you wish to have re-collection in the following month, you also need to make the
        reapplication in the following month. 

emptying the contents.

Can l make another application for collection of bulky trashes for the
following month in this month as my application and collection of this
month have aiready been completed?

Applicatino may be accepted once a month.  We do not take 2 applications in the same month.
You need to apply for in the following month.

Why do you charge us even when we bring trashes in?

It is so decided that you need to put out tour “bulky trashes” and “lage trashes” under the fixed
rules.  As for “temporary trashes”, those are put out not by the rules for “bulky trashes” and
“large trashes” e.g. move so we make the charge system different to cope with each case.
Because we handle “trashes brought-in” under the different charge system from that for “bulky
trashes” and “large trashes”, we charge you to treat them as “temporary trashes”
However, we do charge you the amount deducting the basic charges from the charges fou
temporary trashes as no collection work is involved.
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Matters concerning collection, reduction and recycling of trashes and collection of Fureai Support.

・・・Waste Reduction Office  Tel: 072-849-7969

Site tour of the trash disposal facilities. ・・・Hotani Transter Station  Tel: 072-849-0200

Tobu Transter Station  Tel: 072-858-6962

Matters concerning charges of trash disposal

・・・General Affairs Section for Environment Tel: 072-807-6211

Concurrent cleaning of public spaces covering various areas like street gutters and children’s plaza

Adapt Program ・・・Section for Environmental Preservation Tel: 050-7102-6006

Cleaning of the premises of public complex housings and private condominiums are to be done by each management.

Cleaning of street gutters under control of the city

・・・Section for Maintenance of City Streets & Rivers  Tel: 072-841-1476

Cleaning of community parks, children’s plaza and green parks

・・・Section for City Park & City Greening Promotion  Tel: 072-841-1482

Cleaning of sewerage and water way

・・・Sewerage System Maintenance Section  Tel: 072-841-1221(Main switchboard)

Cleaning of Funahashi River, Hotani River, Amano River, prefectural

roads and national highways (except Route 1 and Keihan No.2)

・・・Hirakata Doboku Office, Osaka Prefecture  Tel: 072-844-1331(Main switchboard)

Illegal dumping to public spaces city roads, parks and water ways

・・・General Affairs Section for Environment  Tel: 072-807-6211

Illegal dumping to public spaces like roads, parks and water ways as well as to private premises

・・・Hirakata Police Station  Tel: 072-845-1234 (Main switchboard)

・・・Katano Police Station  Tel: 072-891-1234 (Main switchboard)

Illegal dumping to the sites for trash put-out ・・・Waste Reduction Office  Tel:072-849-7969

Illegal dumping to Funahashi River, Hotani River, Amano

River, prefectural roads and national highways (except Route 1 and Keihan No.2)

・・・Hirakata Doboku Office, Osaka Prefecture  Tel:072-844-1331(Main switchboard)

Illegal dumping to Yodo River ・・・Hirakata Branch, Yodo River Office, Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism  Tel: 072-841-5362

(Evening) Yodo River Branch, Yodo River Office  Tel: 072-843-2861

Inquiry windows for community cleaning

Inquiry windows for trashes

Inquiry windows for illegal dumping

Map of Hotani River Waste Disposal Plant

Hirakata City Department for Environment
5-1-1 Taguchi, Hirakata City
URL  http://www.city.hirakata.osaka.jp
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